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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
ISSUE #4: SUB SECTORS: PAZOO STOCK: ROUND TRIP
Pazoo
The

common stock has round tripped to $0.0051 cents this morning. It certainly surprised me.

idea is this: Keep you eye on the ball. The ball is the fundamentals of this stock or any stock.

Why

have fundamentals improved so dramatically while the stock has been hammered? Clearly Pazoo is on track
building out its national chain of testing labs, and reporting excellent results in its web health business.

The

stock at $0.0051 is give away. The news is decidedly positive. The stock has been sold off considerably by traders
taking profits and convert sellers. Let us review the recent press release announcements. They follow:

Pazoo

Wholly Owned Subsidiary, Harris Lee, LLC Enters into Definitive Agreement with Steep Hill Labs, Inc. to Have
Right of First Refusal to Set Up Marijuana Testing Labs in the United States.

Pazoo

Wholly Owned Subsidiary, Harris Lee, LLC. Signs Definitive Agreement to the Exclusive Marijuana Testing
Laboratory in the State of Oregon for Steep Hill Labs, Inc.

Pazoo,

Inc. Files SEC form 8-K Entry into a Material Definitive agreement, Creation of a Direct Financial Obligation.

The

good at these prices is huge volume. The bad is the price. The good is that today’s share prices are almost too
good to be true for long term investors. This is one marijuana stock that has many followers. Its story is well known.
Our research is followed quite closely. We receive many calls from interested investors.

Water

normally seeks its own level. When the convert selling ends, which can be in a few months, it seems to me that
the stock will return to the 3 or 4 cent level. Interest is there. Understanding the business model is there. Performance
is there. Volume is there. Previous price levels should be reached. This is a Golden Opportunity for long term investors.

The

Cohen Price Target is $0.14 cents. Follow our research. Do your own research.

